Master’s and PhD Recruiting Day

Tuesday, September 12, noon–5 p.m.
Memorial Union, second floor, Tempe campus
Download the ASU Career Fair Plus app

Find out which companies are attending, map your route to employer tables and more!

Visit NXP Semiconductors in
La Paz Room, MU 242

W.L. Gore & Associates, Inc. in
Gila Room, MU 224

Employer Showcase Rooms

aerospace = Aerospace Engineering; biological design = Biological Design; biomedical = Biomedical Engineering; chemical = Chemical Engineering; civil = Civil, Environmental and Sustainable Engineering; computer eng. = Computer Engineering; computer science = Computer Science; comp. systems eng. = Computer Systems Engineering; construction eng. = Construction Engineering; construction mgmt. = Construction Management; electrical = Electrical Engineering; engineering/MBA = Engineering/MBA Dual Degree; industrial = Industrial Engineering; materials science = Materials Science and Engineering; mechanical eng. = Mechanical Engineering; solar energy = Solar Energy Engineering and Commercialization; sustainable eng. = Sustainable Engineering; * = This company potentially hires students on visa.